Special thanks to our sustained donations and exhibitions, as well as remote feature digital programming, virtual installation. Submit by June 15 Seattle Design Festival Call for Proposals Puget Sound region featuring Mayor June 3, 6:00 PM Virtual Civic Cocktail advance. contribution at this time we thank you in you are in a position to make a financial lost revenue due to cancelled programs offer summer programming for youth. Our SAF partners with local organizations to consider model, and share your design with us on ages and abilities. Draw a picture, make a series of design challenges for youth of all the Seattle Architecture Foundation (SAF) In response to the COVID-19 pandemic distancing measures as soon as we are we plan to resume in-person tours while neighborhood might look like. Come join the discussion with Rick Mohler, UW of the Magnolia Bridge. Come join the Built Environments addressed this what if we could build a new Seattle haven't noticed, or give me backstory on buildings from their own family histories or examples of major architectural styles in vogue from 1889 through today. Ballard tour, and I'm excited to lead a new tour in 2020 — “Stone to Steel: Seattle Style of the 1950's, with three landmark buildings. which is a compact illustration of drastically changing architectural styles from the 1920's to market crash in 1929. I love the beautiful detailing and history surrounding the building. I'm a big fan of the Exchange Building, an Art Deco gem built on the brink of the stock what was the first tour you developed and gave?